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Abstract

The Martian Republic is a suite of online tools built around an online non-custodial wal-
let, allowing the early Martian settlement to offer all necessary civic tasks in building a direct
participatory democratic society. This new form of blockchain-based “Republic As Software”
achieves a high level of transparency in direct and immediate consent of and by the governed.
Each participant is an active member utilizing censor-resistant public forums and casting cryp-
tographically secured and end-to-end auditable votes. The very codebase on which this Republic
runs becomes its Constitution and remains a reflection of the will of the people. Each individual
directly interacts with society leveraging the advantages of trust-less ledger technology for no-
tarized on-chain actions. The client-server open-source second-layer caching solution provides
a scalable architecture. To this end, the project ties together a secure proof-of-work blockchain
(Marscoin) and a modern distributed data storage system (Interplanetary File System or IPFS ).
We propose this coordinated tool-set approach, that links a wallet, a dynamic public voter reg-
istry, a public forum, and a coinshuffle-based secure ballot issuance, to derive a unified public
consensus. We present this combination of an initial set of tools, the Martian Republic, as a
unique governance platform to which other organizational features can be added dynamically
over time and which, being software itself, is allowed to consensually develop as society evolves.

1 Introduction

Congress...the supreme legislative body of a nation and especially of a republic[4]

Martian Congress: An on-chain, transparent, end-to-end auditable governance system
utilizing a non-custodial wallet, public voter registry and a coinshuffle-based encrypted
ballot distribution system to ensure fair voting on public proposals by secret ballot.

A purely on-chain, cryptographically secure voting process would allow each citizen to partic-
ipate directly in the formation of a Republic in which matters of the public (“res publica”) are
decided by a congress consisting of the very public itself, without the need for intermediaries.1 2

1Wikipedia[1]: ”...relevant to the history of direct democracy is the history of Ancient Rome, specifically during
the Roman Republic, traditionally founded around 509 BC. Rome displayed many aspects of democracy, both direct
and indirect, from the era of Roman monarchy all the way to the collapse of the Roman Empire. While the Roman
senate was the main body with historical longevity [...] it did not embody a purely democratic approach, being made
up – during the late republic – of former elected officials, providing advice rather than creating law. The democratic
aspect of the constitution resided in the Roman popular assemblies, where the people organised into centuriae or
into tribes – depending on the assembly – and cast votes on various matters, including elections and laws, proposed
before them by their elected magistrates. Some classicists have argued that the Roman republic deserves the label
of “democracy”, with universal suffrage for adult male citizens, popular sovereignty, and transparent deliberation of
public affairs. Many historians mark the end of the Republic with the lex Titia, passed on 27 November 43 BC,
which eliminated many oversight provisions.”

2Kurland[2]: “The slogan ‘No taxation without representation’ is a response to offended notions of rights, equity,
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Since the invention of the internet many trust- and authority based systems have been made
superfluous as their information arbitrage advantage ceased to exist. Satoshi Nakamoto’s invention
of a distributed trustless ledger system, Bitcoin, took this innovation into the realm of economics,
politics and law.3 The Martian Republic is an implementation on top of these innovative technolo-
gies and a chance for citizens to “represent themselves”4, to express the sovereign will directly and
tamper-proof through open public discourse, procedure and vote.

Utilizing a blockchain to timestamp proposals and identify the members of the public is part
of the solution, but benefits are lost if reliance on unmanageable databases or staked tokens make
voting via smart contracts vulnerable to Sybil attacks.5 The Martian Republic’s Congress module
attempts to overcome such limitations and seeks a transparent and simple as possible solution which
allows all participants to easily audit and verify the validity of their vote. By utilizing an
open source model in which the code itself becomes the Constitution, we opt for a server/client
architecture in which the initial participants curate via transparent rules a public voter registry. Any
member of this assembly of citizens can then initiate proposals, submit code changes (‘amendments’)
or suggest alternative configuration settings (‘statutes’, ‘regulations’) etc.

These proposals are stored in a decentralized fashion using IPFS and are thus available in an
– ideally – planet-wide operating public mesh network. Additionally, each proposal is hashed and
notarized on the blockchain for added censor resistance. A citizen’s ability to suggest code changes
to the codebase of the Martian Republic itself is the most direct expression of public intent. Such a
‘pull-request’ once voted into law becomes part of the very mathematical rules that dictate the fabric
of the governing system. Software replaces law-making as far as the realm of software extends and
can replace ambiguous human language with the mathematical precision of programming languages.
As the server restarts in regular intervals, the system is capable of inheriting voted-upon changes.
As the code is open source, any dissenting faction can - in theory - suggest changes at any time or
break off and start its own entirely new offspring elsewhere motivating the assembly to carefully
discuss and include all viewpoints.

Each proposal launches “ballot-shuffle” server sessions in which participants request private bal-
lots for a particular vote. The ballot-shuffle is built on the “coin-shuffle protocol”6 which obfuscates
transactions of many participants on the blockchain and prevents third parties from tracing votes
back to individual citizens. The ballot-shuffle makes it easy to authenticate participants (one-vote-
per-citizen, all shuffle participants appear in the voter registry, with one single vote irrespective of
individual net worth). At the same time it ensures private and fair votes without any participant’s
(nor the server’s) knowledge of an individual’s vote. Various proposal run times and percentages

and good sense: rights, because no part of any man’s property can be taken without his or his representative’s
consent, or if taken without consent, only at the price of impoverishing the people and robbing men of an essential
support of liberty (see ch. 17, no. 5); equity, because those who bear a burden ought to have a voice; good sense,
because governors needlessly deprive themselves of a valuable source of information by excluding those who best know
their situation (nos. 4, 8). Given this line of reasoning, why ought there to be representation at all? The obvious
answer is that the people in a numerous and extensive commonwealth cannot conveniently assemble
as a whole. To stand for the people, a representative body should then be a representation of the people or (more
strictly) of the citizenry (no. 12; see also ch. 17, no. 9).

3Satoshi Nakamoto’s seminal “ Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” [3].
4“Most likely the form of government on Mars would be a direct democracy, not representative,” said Musk. ”So

it would be people voting directly on issues. And I think that’s probably better, because the potential for corruption
is substantially diminished in a direct versus a representative democracy.” [5]

5For attacks against identity systems underlying anonymous smart contract systems see [6].
6“CoinShuffle: Practical Decentral- ized Coin Mixing for Bitcoin” [7].
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of citizens required to participate before a bill passes, are variables, that the public itself agrees
upon. The Republic thus becomes a living software structure in which all members of the public are
similarly citizen, assembly of congress, and representatives of their Republic - fulfilling an ideal that
has been elusive since antiquity due to the missing link of cryptography and modern networking
technology.

2 Overview – The Martian Congressional Republic

The Martian Republic is built around a modern non-custodial browser wallet and the following
suite of tools that interconnect (see martianrepublic.org for a live implementation).

• Marscoin Wallet - A non-custodial online HD wallet with built-in encrypted backup service
and seed phrase recovery.

• Martian Citizen - An on-chain “proof of humanity” peer-based public identity/voter reg-
istry using HD Marscoin wallets and decentralized IPFS nodes to store and attest Martian
citizenship.

• Martian Forum - A HN/Reddit-styled built-in forum to allow proposal and bill discussion
for all members of the Martian Republic. Forum entries are regularly notarized via the
timestamping and notarization services on-chain to create a censorship-resistant discussion
forum.

• Martian Congress - An on-chain, ultra-transparent governance system utilizing the non-
custodial wallet, public voter registry, and a coin-shuffle-based, encrypted ballot distribution
system to ensure fair voting on public proposals, bills, and amendments by secret ballot.

• Martian Inventory - Using on-chain tracking of resource production and allocation. An
API allows third party (industrial IoT) systems to feed their production results into a Merkle-
tree-based timestamping server for transparent inventory tracking.

• Martian LogBook - A science log book / blog with on-chain timestamping for recording
individual and scientific data in a public format to create an immutable record.

• Martian Land Registry - An on-chain registry of land ownership rights. Using the
blockchain for notarization and timelocking of funds, the Martian land registry allows users
to pre-subscribe to land that the public offers up for sale. The governance of the land rights
is tied back into the Martian Congress, allowing the public to ensure public property rights.

3 Marscoin Online Wallet

The Marscoin Online Wallet (”Wallet”) is an open-source non-custodial online hierarchical deter-
ministic (”HD”) wallet with a built-in encrypted backup service and seed phrase recovery.7

The wallet serves as the entry point for new users to the transactional features of the Martian
Republic and the set of online tools for participation in the civic functions of the Martian colony.

7Non-custodial wallets keep the wallet’s private keys in the hands of the end user preventing key leakage to third
parties [15]. HD wallets follow a Bitcoin specification known as BIP32: [17].
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Figure 1: The dashboard features the wallet summary, transaction list, and Marscoin price charts.

To setup a wallet a user creates an account on the Martian Republic website (password and
2FA protected by default).8 Users then create HD wallets in their browser client-side. The website
uses random mouse-movements as a strong entropy source to facilitate the generation of a unique
secure client-side browser-generated seed phrase.

An AES-encrypted version9 of the seed phrase thus generated can be backed up server-side.
After login, the browser will offer the user to unlock an existing seed phrase to access the wallet.
The locked seed phrase is stored in the browser’s local storage.

Alternatively, for a more trust-less approach, the wallet can be “loaded” or “reconnected to” by
simply re-entering the seed phrase after user login, for those who prefer an extra level of security.

Basic receive and send functions allow users to receive and send Marscoin to and from other
participants in the network10, from the convenience of an online experience and the security of a
non-hosted private wallet. The Martian Republic server has no access to the user’s private seed

8The server login is mainly a feature of the encrypted backup service provided for users. It is not required for the
functionality of the Martian Republic which is purely based on private-public key interactions via their wallet and
the public Marscoin blockchain.

9AES-256 CTR using SHA512 to hash the password prior to encrypting seed phrase. The tool that supplies the
cryptographic functionality client-side is the open-source JavaScript library bitcoin-js[8].

10By parsing the user’s public address balance on-chain and signing any new transactions he intends to spend with
his wallet’s private key.
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phrase11 or funds at any given point in time.

Figure 2: Main Non-custodial online wallet view

The open-source nature allows anyone to vet and improve the online wallet codebase and min-
imize security risks. It is also intended to allow multiple parties to offer these hosting services and
distribute the server load while competing with each other by providing additional services.

As each implementation rests on the blockchain as the ultimate arbiter of truth and the protocol
of rules that interpret the blockchain data, various architectures and systems can be deployed that
vie for utilization, increasing the decentralized nature of the participating server/client architectures
and allowing them to keep evolving.

The Martian Republic wallet currently features two main pages: a Dashboard page with general
analytics and the Wallet page itself used for online transactions.

The wallet page features all basic functionality of an online in-browser wallet: The user’s
Marscoin address is displayed as a string for a quick copy and paste and the QR code available to
be scanned by mobile wallets. A scan button allows an active webcam to import any destination
addresses. The balance of the wallet is displayed prominently.

4 Martian Citizen

The Martian Citizen Registry is an on-chain “proof of humanity” registry, using decentralized and
cryptographically secured metadata and file storage (IPFS + Marscoin) to create a private/public
identity attestation system.

4.1 Joining the General Public

Identity verification systems are key to civic processes. Because of their central importance to all
human interactions, they frequently become targets of “attacks.” Legacy systems in most nation

11A “seed phrase” is a mnemonic equivalent of a private key. It is typically a list of 12 or 24 “random” words [9]
and [17].
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states consist of massive data silos in national, federal, and private institutions / corporations and
often retain an overabundance of data on individuals, violating basic human rights to privacy.

On the other hand, fully decentralized systems that allow member participation without relying
on any real-world evidence are vulnerable to Sybil12 attacks, voter fraud1314, and manipulation by
third parties.15

Figure 3: Profile - Joining the Republic. A minimalistic core set of data that defines a wallet holder
as a member of the general public.

We propose a community-driven identity attestation system in which an initial community out-
lines the terms of on-boarding new members. Using clear programmatic guidelines and a minimum
set of agreed upon personally identifiable information (PII), this system establishes a Public Voter
Registry.

This public registry allows members of the community to identify each other cryptographically
and securely without giving away any private data they do not intend to share beyond the very
basics of the Voter Registry itself. Currently, the three minimal data points upon which this public
registry is built, consist of

• A full name and nickname

• A live picture

• A liveness video with evidence of the citizen’s civic wallet address (public address)

The Martian Republic thus provides a basic user ID including a liveness test, which could
be further improved with in-person kiosk-style self-service terminals (for instance upon arrival on
Mars) that add a physical component to user onboarding minimizing fraud.

12“Exploring sybil and double-spending risks in Blockchain Systems” [6].
13Election integrity. Heritage Foundation. [11].
14Pew Research Center’s Journalism Project. [12].
15“DAO Overturns Vote” [14].
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Figure 4: Public Registry - Personally Identifiable Information is limited to a few atomic parameters

4.2 Safeguarding the Republic

Figure 5: Public Registry - a new user’s registration as it appears in the blockchain, confirmed
(”notarized”) by the Marscoin blockchain

After the initial registration, the new “member of the general public” is vetted by the community
of existing citizens. Unlike systems in which votes and power are tied to money (one vote per unit of
monetary account or acre of land ownership, etc.) favoring the wealthy, influential, early-adopters
— or systems, in which opaque and unclear “hidden” legacy databases require trust in a central
authority pretending to “manage” the legitimacy of individuals participating in society (i.e. state
database for driver’s licenses or voter registrations maintained by appointed yet unelected officials)
the Martian Republic’s Public Registry crowd-sources the trustworthiness of its citizen database
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via transparent and immutable ledger entries16.
One of the most basic civic duties of each Martian citizen thus includes simply checking new

and old entries in the public registry for fraudulent or attempted duplicate entries. Citizens will
decide as a group how many endorsements or delisting-votes a record needs before it becomes
either a valid citizen or is allowed to be removed (“exile”), minimizing abuse in both directions and
transparently defining and streamlining on-boarding (“immigration”) policies as basic rules written
into the code of the Martian Republic itself. The built-in and readily available voting system
provides an “immune system” for the body politic of the governed who standardize and enforce the
expression of their sovereign intent succinctly by virtue of programmatic procedures. Additionally,
it helps their society avoid “parasitic capture” by groups that might otherwise undermine or co-
opt complex authority-only and centralized, trust-based communication processes or ambiguously
interpret legal proceedings.

4.3 Becoming Citizen

Once a new registrant’s identity has been established and his profile added to the “proof of human-
ity” database or Public Registry, existing citizens can start to vouch for the individual. The data
for each user (a basic JSON17 data structure - see fig. 5) lives decentralized in a global IPFS18

cloud of file servers, which constantly replicate and cache this information and make sure that it is
readily available planet-wide.

During the registration process, this “atomic” (identity describing) JSON data object is SHA265
hashed and its hash inserted into the Marscoin blockchain. It thus becomes clearly and permanently
linked to the citizen’s public/civic Marscoin address.19

Once an applicant’s data has thus been successfully “notarized”, i.e after the broadcasted small
transaction containing his public data set has been confirmed on the Marscoin blockchain, any
Martian Republic’s server will list the new applicant as a member of the General Public.

This identity record is now available on-chain and can be consumed and re-displayed by other
members of the community replacing the traditional concept of “passport” of nation states (see fig.
8).

To elevate one’s privileges in the system further to that of “citizen” with voting rights, a
member of the General Public has to receive 1 endorsement per 10 citizens total. In the current
implementation we cap the minimum endorsements required at five when the number of citizens
exceeds fifty citizen users total.20

16In case of lost private keys existing citizens need to open a new account. The citizenry will define very clear spec-
ifications what a shift of an existing citizen to a new address entails (“re-naturalization” or “citizenship verification”).
Streamlined procedures under the watchful eyes of existing citizens would provide clear pathways to re-acquire one’s
(temporarily inaccessible) citizenship status.

17JavaScript Object Notation. [13]
18IPFS is a distributed system for storing and accessing files, websites, applications, and data. Making it possible

to download a file from many locations that aren’t managed by one organization supports a resilient internet, makes
it harder to censor content and can speed up the web when being far away or disconnected. See https://docs.ipfs.
io/concepts/what-is-ipfs/ for more information.

19Users can maintain any number of wallets for all kinds of different purposes, but will be required to use one
public address, tied to their Public Registry, for all their civic interactions that require identity verification.

20Rules like these make up the basic configuration - Constitution - of the Republic and should be voted upon for
updates, requiring the highest level of participation and thresholds to pass. As a recursive and “living” organism,
even these considerations can be clearly discussed on public forums and brought to vote by other citizens. Thus the
formation of ad-hoc voting blocks, parties, temporarily executive leaders, etc. are all within the flexible bounds of
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Figure 6: A user became member of the general public. Transaction recorded on blockchain. The
OP RETURN hex value contains an ASCII-encoded IPFS link.

Figure 7: Profile - Citizen’s Digital ID

When a member of the General Public passes the threshold of endorsements, their status is
automatically upgraded to citizen and they will be able to participate in the next proposal vote.

How does the Martian Republic know about status changes? As all notarizations occur publicly
on the blockchain, any participant of the Martian Republic can verify that a particular member
has received the number of endorsements required for citizenship.21

Typically this job will be done by transaction parsing tools. One of these is included in the
Martian Republic’s open source code repository. As it is open source, new transaction data types
can be added and new structures and rules can be embedded in the blockchain over time.22

the Martian Republic design – however always fall under actionable public scrutiny.
21Bad actors, individuals or machines face bans and rejection from the network of “constitutional peers”.
22The data structures added to the blockchain are miniscule and could be combined in Merkle trees. We do not

forsee this extra data to become a limiting factor on the data storage needs of a blockchain like Marscoin. In fact
it promotes mining activity even long after the mining rewards have ceased to present any reasonable incentive for
miners who are needed to protect the network against 51% attacks. A virtuous circle between miners, blockchain
and civic platform.
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Figure 8: Citizen’s Digital ID turned ”passport”

4.4 Civic Activities

While citizens participate in activities on the Martian Republic, open-source background scripts
analyze all incoming transactions and identify civic transactions. These Marscoin transactions
which contain certain embedded flags in their OP RETURN23 are then analyzed and cached locally
- As all data is transparent and in the public domain, anyone can easily verify that the agreed-upon
rules are being followed.24

Any activities that do not require official notarization but are private in nature can just be
performed from a wallet that the user also owns but does not link to their citizenship and voter
registry entry.

5 Martian Forum

The Martian Forum is a Reddit/Hackernews style built-in forum that allows proposal and bill
discussions for all members of the Martian Republic. Forum entries will be regularly notarized via
a timestamping and notarization service to prevent tampering with messages and to ensure free
speech expression for all participants.

It is quite apparent that all political and governance processes that the Martian Republic
attempts to manage demand a public forum for open discourse. When all discussions pertaining
to changes and additions are kept on record and find a central safe place for future reference, the
Republic’s development becomes a story written by its members.

The desire to avoid third party community tools (Discord, Facebook, Twitter, etc.) and allow
for easy reference of community discussions in proposals submitted to society at large, led to the

23for example: ED ... Endorsement, PR ... Proposal, SP ... Signed Message, PRY ... Vote yes on pro-
posal. These flags are followed by an underscore and the respective IPFS identifier. To wit OP RETURN
53505f516d555878355a63715155397553546b43714d6850674648675072684c324567566d455444454337336834586b4c
(hex) translates to SP QmUXx5ZcqQU9uSTkCqMhPgFHgPrhL2EgVmETDEC73h4XkL (ascii). Using an IPFS web
link and navigating to https://ipfs.marscoin.org/ipfs/QmUXx5ZcqQU9uSTkCqMhPgFHgPrhL2EgVmETDEC73h4XkL

allows us to look up the data set that was notarized by the Marscoin blockchain and stored in the IPFS file storage
network.

24Election results, for instance, will not include votes cast by public addresses that lack full citizenship endorsements.
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Figure 9: The Forum

design of the Martian Forum25.
It is intended to be the default location for public discussions on new proposals and allows

citizens to refer to historic proposals. Hashed timestamps referencing forum discussions encourage
the development of a transparent and censor-resistant place for all members of the public. The
decision to refer to users via their public citizen address intends to create an atmosphere of mutual
respect and individual participation26. This design philosophy of the Martian Republic aligns
itself with ideals of the early Roman and the American Republic in which each citizen carries full
responsibility and considers participation an honorary involvement. However, the decentralized
nature of wallets and memberships do allow indeed throw-away accounts that could participate in
discussions as well.

Achieving substantial discussions on various topics and not having to worry about shadow-
banning, content manipulation or other curtailing of free speech is one of the defining goals of the
forum. With the source code of the Martian Forum being part of the very Constitution of the
Martian Republic, it stands to reason that the informed majority will uphold free speech.

6 Martian Congress - Decentralized Public Governance

The “Congress” section of the Martian Republic builds on the various modules discussed thus far.
The ability to present ideas in a forum among peers, to put suggestions up for vote with outcomes
that (in a cryptographically-secured process) ensure the expression of society, to build on pre-
established principles or modify them when necessary — all this creates a unified and organized
group of individuals who are able to tackle ever-increasing complex public problems from first
principles.27 The crucial point however is that the trust of the individual in the decision making

25E.g. a proposal submission automatically generates a new discussion thread in the Proposal section of the Martian
Forum

26“How facebook’s real-name policy changed Social Media Forever”[10].
27In a rare display of deep understanding of economic and indeed civilizational first principles, Irwin A. Schiff so

aptly portraits in his book “How an economy grows and why it doesn’t”[16] the power and plight of a community
of people who – through an unbiased medium of exchange – either coordinate their forces against a hostile entropic
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Figure 10: Forum posts and response

process of the community hinges upon trust in the voting process itself.28 Applying the idea of
“Trust, but verify”, we propose a novel end-to-end auditable voting process.

6.1 Implementation of secure voting

Goals of an end-to-end auditable and secure electronic voting process are as follows:

• Correctness:

– Only authorized parties can vote, i.e. registered voters

– No voter votes more than once

– No voter can replace votes

– The party in charge of tabulation cannot change the outcome

• Verifiability: universal and private

• User anonymity

• Receipt-freeness

universe and achieve an incredible level of cultural and technological progress or fail in the process by abusing the
very foundation of their cooperation. Stored and easily accessible energy is a force of life - not just for the highly
sophisticated organism but also for any other individual or group that is allowed access only to waste it – an entropic
lightning rod, of sorts [18] [20].

28“The right of voting ... is the primary right by which other rights are protected. To take away this right is to
reduce a man to slavery, for slavery consists in being subject to the will of another, and he that has not a vote ... is
in this case.” Thomas Paine in [22].
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We achieve these goals using a combination of a freely and publicly available online wallet,
a citizen registry with “proof-of-humanity”, a private and secret coin-shuffle-based ballot acquisi-
tion procedure and finally with a proposal platform that allows proposals to be timestamped and
anchored in a public blockchain (Marscoin) for immutability and verifiability.

6.2 Overview

After a user successfully registered an account in the public user registry using his private and
secure online citizen wallet furnishing a “proof of humanity” to the body of the citizenry, the new
member awaits enough endorsements (votes of confidence) from existing citizens. Once a certain
threshold of community members vouch for the user and elevate him to the status of citizen, the
citizen thus becomes allegeable to join the proposal and voting process.

Any citizen can create their own proposal. Each proposal consists of a title, a description and
parameters regarding the voting process. The proposal once published (IPFS ) will be notarized
by the Marscoin blockchain. In the current implementation, all proposals posted are open for the
public vote. A citizen can check out new active proposals, discuss them in the public Forum and
then proceed to request a ballot and cast a vote on the proposal. If the proposal does not garner
enough votes in the allotted time (percentage threshold missed), it simply fails but will nevertheless
appear in the “congressional archive”.

Voting on existing proposals requires the receipt of a ballot. A ballot is simply a small unit of
Marscoin (0.1 MARS at the moment29 which a user receives after participating in a ballot-shuffle.
The underlying coin-shuffle allows us to cryptographically establish a private vote that is auditable
yet private. To participate in a vote, a citizen joins the ballot shuffle.

The shuffle creates a transaction in which all participants receive their 0.1 MARS coin returned
on a newly generated Marscoin address with zero prior history. While the participants in the coin-
shuffle are on-chain – and verifiably participants from among the voter registry (identified by their
public Marscoin address) – the 0.1 MARS ballot which the coin-shuffle returned cannot be traced
back to any individual voter as such. Such private ballot, i.e. a 0.1 MARS balance on the freshly
funded new Marscoin address is then “cast”30 by forming a new transaction confirming the citizen’s
voting intention. It shows up on the blockchain visibly derived from a pool of citizens but cannot
be linked to any one of them individually.

Ballot shuffles take place frequently and are automatically generated on the server using web-
socket connections from (citizen) client wallets requesting new ballots. This ensures that all impor-
tant parts of the system are independently verifiable and visible on-chain, establishing an end-to-end
auditable voting system:

• A citizen is identified by his public address.

• A citizen’s public address appears in a ballot-requesting (“coin-shuffle”) transaction with a
set of target addresses (“ballots”).

291 MARS (Marscoin) equals 100,000,000 zubrin - we launched the Martian Republic with a ballot commitment
of 10,000,000 zubrin or 0.1 Marscoin. This amount is a great example of configuration settings that the public
can adjust. Preventing spamming on the one hand but making voting a very affordable but still a small monetary
commitment (comparable to paying for gas driving to a polling station or fractions thereof) increases the weight of
the vote and supports the miners in securing the blockchain.

30or “burnt” as the funds will be completely spent in the vote and thus benefit the miners who secure the network.
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Figure 11: The ballot shuffle transaction and a subsequent citizen’s vote

• The returned shuffle-secured and private “ballot-coins” are visible on-chain as well.

• The transactions signed with these coins containing the voting intent are clearly visible as
well.

• The vote tally is a sum of all these signed ballot-coins (with embedded vote metadata) trans-
acted on the blockchain.

Citizens are free to cast their vote on the proposal for which the ballot shuffle process originated
a secret ballot. Ballots are not re-usable and can’t be spent on other proposals. Any interference
in the ballot shuffle process by bad actors could lead to that individual’s (temporary banning).31

Rules thus enshrined as software to facilitate a fair election process on a programmatic level are
likely to develop further and become more sophisticated over time.

The 0.1 MARS spent on the vote is “burnt” - no change address is being provided which means
that the ballot transaction becomes a miner fee subsidizing the miners securing the network which
in turn helps citizens record their decision privately and tamper-proof. No coins are lost in the
process. The miners get paid for supporting not only the financial backbone of the
colony but also the governance system.

31The ballot shuffle does require an online presence for coordination with the ballot server. A mobile app version
could be a useful complementary alternative to the current browser only implementation and make it easier to receive
secret ballots ”on the go”.
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Using a highly ASIC-resistant algorithm we propose that most citizens would also run their
own mining nodes.32

The server script then tallies the publicly visible blockchain-notarized votes and highlights the
results for convenience on the Martian Republic platform - links to block-explorers allow any citizen
to verify these results personally. As the voting occurs completely transparently on-chain, a verifi-
cation is possible by anyone without the need for sophisticated tools or other indirect assessments:
The Martian Republic’s design was intended to create a system that avoids opaqueness, obfuscation
and unnecessary complexity as much as possible.

6.3 Proposal

While different types of proposals govern different aspects of this citizen-driven direct congressional
republican government the base upon which the system is built becomes our “Constitution”: the
code and configuration settings underlying the Martian Republic. The code on which the system
runs is itself stored as open source in a public repository. Daily git pulls33 are hashed and inserted
into the Marscoin blockchain allowing anyone to see that the current version of their “government”
is de facto the one they are operating on. Any proposals that suggest changes to the very codebase
are first order proposals, i.e. “amendments” and take the most effort to go into effect.

6.4 Creating proposals

When a proposal is submitted via the proposal editor the proposal parameters are distributed
via the IPFS mesh network. The IPFS link is then timestamped via another data-embedded
Marscoin transaction. This also exposes the new proposals to any other nodes/servers that watch
the Marscoin blockchain and might offer up this information to other decentralized participants
of the Martian Republic (which, after all, is more a protocol based on top of a blockchain. Our
implementation can be seen as an instantiation of this ephemeral rule-set that’s evolving on the
trustless Marscoin ledger).

A proposal is defined by title and description and voting configuration preset. The new proposals
could include a new piece of code, patch, amendment, rule change, declaration, law, etc. Selecting
from a drop-down the proposal voting presets are pre-selected. This impacts a series of parameters
which can also be fine-tuned further.

Each preset comes with a “total citizen commitment” specifying the proposal constraints. The
more restrictive the various parameter thresholds the more weight a proposal carries. While some
proposals might be actual code changes, others could just express an intent of the community.
However all non-code proposals have a built-in expiration date to insure that regulations do not
become overly burdensome over time.34

32For instance via proposals to move the Marscoin blockchain from scrypt-mining to RandomX (RandomX is a
proof-of-work (PoW) algorithm that is optimized for general-purpose CPUs. RandomX uses random code execution
(hence the name) together with several memory-hard techniques to minimize the efficiency advantage of specialized
hardware. https://github.com/tevador/RandomX. This would greatly democratize the blockchain support, and
increase security to prevent 51% attacks, and allow many computing devices to “background mine” when idle. Given
the importance of using their Marscoin blockchain for decentralized finance and governance, the future Martians
would eagerly pursue a course that takes these important public activities out of the purview of any small minority.

33The git pull command is used to fetch and download content from a remote repository and update a local codebase
and match any changes.

34“I think I would recommend some adjustment for the inertia of laws would be wise. It should probably be easier
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Figure 12: The proposal editor

Let’s take an example. In the case of selecting the preset ”Law” the total citizen commitment
explains:

The criteria you selected above require a 80% of the entire Martian Republic citizenry
to participate in this proposal. The duration for casting a vote on this proposal is set to
30 days. To pass successfully and be adopted at least 65% have to vote in favor of this
proposal. This would indicate that 52% of the population would support this proposal.
It will automatically expire after 2672 sols (4 years). Any proposal that reaches the
threshold of required participants via ballots requested will automatically be considered
a bill. Any bill that passes the threshold of required yay votes becomes part of the
Constitution (if it is a code change to the system) or an active piece of legislation. Any
such law can be amended or terminated before it naturally expires.

The main parameters are run-time of the bill and its necessary minimum threshold of affirmative
votes. These parameters are not set individually but determined by the Constitution (“source
code”) which itself is open to further discussion and modification.

to remove a law than create one,” said Musk. ”I think that’s probably good, because laws have infinite life unless
they’re taken away.” He also argued that all laws should have a built-in sunset provision — a clause that basically
establishes an expiration date for the law unless it’s approved again. ”If it’s not good enough to be voted back in,
maybe it shouldn’t be there,” said Musk.[5]
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Thus the citizens are in full control of their own governance system35: They explore ideas via
the forum, they make various proposals and try to garner support for these. Any code changes
are actual software pull requests (“patches”) that get merged back into the codebase (the Martian
“Constitution”) and become effective with the next automated reboot of the system. If these
are simply rules, laws, regulations they appear in the archive after being voted upon as “active
legislation” (including origination date, expiration date and voting and forum history with an easy
way to reference them by permalinks).36

Once a proposal gets submitted, the proposal creator is asked to fund the proposal notariza-
tion transaction from his wallet (a small Marscoin amount prevents someone from spamming the
system). The current version of the Martian Republic requires 1 MARS fee.37 Upon successful sub-
mission the Martian Republic automatically generates a forum entry in the ”Proposal” discussion
section with the name of the particular proposal.

Figure 13: Open proposal. Ready to request a ballot and cast a vote.

35The period of early American Republicanism offers a fascinating insight into group dynamics when locked up
economic and political interests held by smaller groups of people (aristocracy) suddenly get released by (direct)
democratic processes. See “Empire of Liberty”, chapters 1-2 for a detailed discussion on positive and negative
aspects to be expected by full self-governance and frequent voting [19].

36A bill is a proposal that has reached the minimum threshold of citizens participating in voting on said proposal.
In order for the bill to become adopted, it has to pass the threshold of yeas versus nays. Bills that passed as well as
those that were rejected enter the Martian Republic archives for future reference.

371MARS = 0.04 USD at the time of publishing. Decentralized cryptocurrencies like Marscoin fluctuate based on
supply and demand. With wide-spread adoption these price fluctuations are expected to decrease [21].
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6.5 Ballot

6.5.1 Prerequisites and ballot acquisition

Each member of the Citizen’s registry (“voter registry”) is afforded one ballot per proposal vote.
Each citizen is equally invited to submit new proposals. Proposal categories come with different
“periods” (days a proposal can be voted on) and different percentage hurdles they have to take in
order to be formally adopted (“threshold”).

A proposal to remove a previous law for instance has a lower threshold than a proposal to
create a new law. Special forms of a proposal like constitutional amendments and system code
changes require higher participation and percentage thresholds than simple guidelines or community
motions. Once a proposal has enough participants (citizens who requested a ballot) it becomes
automatically a bill. In order to cast a vote on a bill within its active voting period, a citizen has
to request a ballot.

6.5.2 Behind the scenes

Imagine a virtual polling station that waits until it gets a batch of 50 citizens with open ballot
requests (this number could be higher or lower depending on number of overall citizens in the
systems and desired level of anonymity). As soon as the 50th citizen enters this virtual polling
station every participant’s browser starts encrypting and shuffling transaction inputs from which
they derive - alltogether - a new joint transaction in which all incoming transactions clearly belong
to citizens as identifiable via the Voter Registry but whose outputs are all mixed up and thus not
traceable back to any individual.

Figure 14: The “polling station” - the shuffle process generating a private secure ballot.

The shuffle itself can take a few seconds to a few minutes depending on participation size.
When it completes, every participating voter in this virtual polling station page will see a message
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that their new secret ballot is currently pending confirmation on the blockchain38. A few minutes
later, large Yes/No/Abstain buttons appear. At this point the citizen can safely vote, spending
(“burning”) a tiny amount of Marscoin. This transaction gets mined by the miners of the Marscoin
network who thus confirm and notarize the (cryptographically secured and thus immutable39) vote
itself. The transaction that enshrines the vote is a data-embedded Marscoin blockchain transaction.

Meanwhile, our open source tools that track all data transactions as they appear on the Marscoin
blockchain see the various votes stream in and are able to tally them up -but won’t be able to infer
who cast which vote. Everyone is able to see that those votes originated from a ballot shuffle with
known, legitimate, Martian citizens - but nobody can attribute a particular vote to a particular
individual. A fair, end-to-end auditable, on-chain and thus easily verifiable election took place.

Figure 15: Overview of a CoinShuffle [7]

Ballots are requested by browsing the Congress section of the Martian Republic and selecting
any of the open proposals or ongoing bills that are of interest. Due to the nature of the ballot-
shuffle a citizen’s browser has to be online at the time of the shuffle. The minimum number of
ballot shuffle participants is technically three -but the more are participating the harder it is for
anyone to infer voting behavior from the citizens participating. We assume that this “virtual polling
station minimum” of citizens needed to initiate a ballot shuffle will be a function of the number of
citizens in the system and be part of the overall Martian Republic Constitution or “settings”. As
many groups of citizens could request ballots in parallel and the client/server architecture allows
for easy scaling the only bottleneck could be the Marscoin blockchain which would have to deal
with confirmations of 10,000s of transactions (50 citizens each) over the span of a day in case of

38Marscoin’s average confirmation time is 2 minutes
39“Eternity Wall” is a project that records messages on the Bitcoin blockchain. While not used for governance

functions, it has become a central reference point for decentralized messages on Earth’s blockchain, Bitcoin. https:
//eternitywall.it/
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more important bills. But even here, future voting blocks, Merkle-tree designs and other creative
solutions might elevate any bottlenecks.

After clicking the “request ballot” button and thus entering the “virtual polling station” the
citizen simply leaves a browser tab open. The browser-built in websocket will co-ordinate the
allocation of 0.1 MARS from its citizen wallet and form a new private ballot address client-side.
Once the ballot shuffle is finished, citizens are presented with options to vote. Casting a vote will
turn the user’s choice into a signed transaction which gets broadcasted to the Marscoin network
and turned into a confirmed vote on-chain.

Looking at a vote transaction on the Marscoin blockchain shows a cast vote as one of the
following OP RETURNS:

Figure 16: The recorded ballot-shuffle and one of the citizen’s vote transactions with its
OP RETURN code containing a hex encoded string with the vote and proposal reference.

• PRY [IPFS PROPOSAL LINK] for a ”yay” vote

• PRN [IPFS PROPOSAL LINK] for a ”nay” vote

• PRA [IPFS PROPOSAL LINK] for an abstained vote

6.6 Voting screen

Once citizens have received a valid ballot for a particular bill, they can “cast their vote” by clicking
”Yes” ”No” or ”Abstain”. The vote will utilize the new ballot balance available and spend it
completely.

As the vote is merged into a data-embedded transaction on the blockchain it ties this new
ballot address to the proposal/bill in question. After the vote was confirmed on the blockchain (by
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Figure 17: The secret ballot received, a citizen is ready to cast their vote

a newly mined block that contains this transaction), any participant can easily check that all votes
received for a particular bill were...

• ...cast only by citizens

• ...can’t be traced back to any particular citizen

• ...did not depend on someone’s stake but rather a majority of citizens

• ...yet are unmistakably derived from a pool of citizens via several ballot-shuffle transactions

• ...have immutable entries for the various votes anchored onto the Marscoin blockchain

• ...and in their summary make the bill’s adoption or rejection inherently auditable.

Bills that pass will enter the corpus of new “laws” agreed upon by the community. A special
case of ”law” is a code change that was agreed upon. In which case after a server reboot, the system
will pull the latest patched version of the project and attempt a restart onto the newest code and
rule-set. If the launch fails, it will revert to the previous known setup. As the codebase itself is
hashed, all participants can verify which version of the Constitution is currently live and active.

7 Further Integrations and Outlook

To give an outlook on the wide variety of tools that can be built around this governance system
we present a few examples below. These projects have been suggested by participants of the
Mars Society’s Analog Desert Research Station in Utah and team / innovative researchers who
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needed a blockchain integration and decision making and funding process. The Martian Republic
by providing the foundation becomes a useful platform to offer these tools.

7.1 Martian Inventory

Using on-chain tracking of resources produced and allocated. This Inventory tool includes an
API for systems to feed their production results into a Merkle-tree-based timestamping server for
transparent inventory tracking.

Hosting this tool inside the Martian Republic allows the governance features and individual
wallets interact with a stream of IoT data.

7.2 Martian LogBook

The Martian “LogBook” is essentially an online drive with Markdown editor and file upload features.
This minimalistic proof-of-concept publishing platform is designed to work as a (scientific) logbook.
Any publication can be notarized on-chain for recording individual and scientific data in a public
format by creating an immutable record. The files and texts uploaded are distributed via IPFS
on a “planetary” scale into our IPFS mesh network and made discoverable using the Marscoin
blockchain. For example a version of this very paper was uploaded and timestamped and digitally
notarized using the Martian Logbook. It can be retrieved via its IPFS link40 which is embedded
in an official immutable record41 that acts as a notarized copy as referenced by the Marscoin
blockchain.

Figure 18: Similar to a public online drive the Logbook features mesh network publications, albeit
notarizable via immutable ledger technology

7.3 Martian Land Registry

The Martian Land Registry is an on-chain registry of land ownership rights. Using the blockchain
for notarization and timelocking of funds, the Martian land registry allows users to pre-subscribe

40Retrievable from https://ipfs.marscoin.org/ipfs/QmQ4mj85apQgDa8QGYhPmUWtpkBcCveK2drQScbnR9DFbt
41Recorded in block 1776110 with transaction https://explore1.marscoin.org/tx/

60c36531a7097b2ddfd0247649d6dd71b4305e8c9bcc6db27735e4f83f413fdb
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to plots of land that the public offers up for sale. The governance of land rights is thus under
control of the Martian Congress - the citizenry as sovereign, allowing the public to decide the best
use, distribution and protection of individual property rights.

While this is still an area of ongoing research a recent proposal takes advantage of timelocking
features of the Marscoin blockchain: A citizen (still on Earth) could lay claim on a plot of land,
paid for based on rules set forth by the Martian Republic as it operates on Earth. The rules could
stipulate that once the Martian Republic software and Marscoin blockchain has been successfully
transplanted to Mars, a citizen has a certain amount of years to claim physical possession of the
land upon their own arrival. Every year the timelock expires and the citizen has to re-lock their
funds to keep the claim alive.

This staking of Marscoin onto an address registered with a particular property stops when
the citizen verifies his arrival on Mars via the blockchain, thus triggering his claim to become
permanent. Citizens would also have the option to sell ownership to a plot of land by letting others
buy ownership of a registered timelocked address. The owner could for instance forward a “token
amount” to the new owner who then locks up his pledge. The Martian Republic tracks these
changes and reflects them publicly. Marscoin addresses and transactions are thus used to indicate
ownership. The IPFS network can be employed to showcase metadata related to the plot of land.

In a further iteration of this idea, land claims are only available to citizens who do research on
the land they intend to claim. The more detailed research they do (analyzing NASA photographs of
the terrain, creating a detailed study of the land they intend to purchase) the higher the likelihood of
the Martian Republic citizenry to support their claim and back it up (via a form of “endorsement”).

We hope that many more ideas such as the Martian Land Registry will arise and be added to this
growing ecosystem. By employing similar rule-sets and combinations of on-chain notarization and
IPFS data storage they are designed to involve the participation of the public in a transparent and
efficient manner. It is the use of blockchain technology in a trustless, transparent and streamlined
process that goes beyond commercial activity and touches a wide array of futuristic self-governance
structures.
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